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Who will represent the Green Party in the presidential election? The second round of the ecological 
primary will deliver its verdict in a few moments and will decide between Yannick Jadot and Sandrine 
Rousseau - Two visions of ecology. 122,000 registered voters were called to vote online. 
 
A new health protocol will apply in the coming days in primary schools, in ten departments and will 
drastically reduce the number of closed classes in French schools. When a positive case is reported in a 
class, all the students will be tested, and only those who are positive will be sent home. Currently, a 
class closes each time a positive case is declared. 
 
The trial of the attacks of November 13 continues. The victims testify from today, and this for five 
weeks. About fifteen plaintiffs will be heard every day. This first day of testimony is dedicated to the 
victims of the Stade de France. 
 
The young man who threw an egg at Emmanuel Macron yesterday in Lyon, was placed in a psychiatric 
hospital after a psychological evaluation According to the Lyon public prosecutor's office, the 
perpetrator, aged 19, is unknown to the police force. 
 
Jean-Yves Le Drian will be heard tomorrow in the Senate regarding the consequences of the 
cancellation of the "contract of the century": The 12 submarines that Australia refused, in the end, to 
France, in favor of a cooperation with the United States and the United Kingdom. France, on the other 
hand, has just sold 3 frigates to Greece for 3 billion euros. 
 
And to finish, the government spokesman, Gabriel Attal, announced a drastic reduction in the number 
of visas granted to Moroccan, Algerian and Tunisian nationalities. This measure was taken as a 
retaliation to these three countries, which refuse to take back their illegal immigrants. Gabriel Attal 
stated that "It is a drastic and unprecedented decision, but necessary". 
 


